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E.O. Lawrence, U.S. physicist, born in Canton, S.D.; on faculty University of Cali-

fornia, 1928-58; director radiation laboratory 1936-58. He invented the cyclotron, the

first particle accelerator to achieve high energies, for which he won the 1939 Nobel

Prize; Fermi award 1957 for cyclotron and other contributions to atomic energy; in his

honor were named Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory at Berkeley; Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory at Livermore, Calif.; and element 103, lawrencium.

A New Lab for a New Science

In August 1931, Ernest O. Lawrence acquired a disused civil engineering lab-

oratory on the Berkeley campus of the Universiity of California to house his first

large cyclotron. This old wooden building and its successors became the citadel of

the cyclotroneers: their places of initiation into the new art, their armory of high



energy, the command post of their missions. By good luck and good judgment,

Lawrence recruited a faithful circle of disciples whose brilliance, energy, and

devotion protected the citadel against all challenges to its supremacy for thirty

years. Some of the earliest members of the circle were to make their entire careers

within the Laboratory: Luis Alvarez, Donald Cooksey, John Lawrence, Edwin Mc-

Millan, and Robert Thornton.

Nuclear science arose from attempts to open a field of physics. The study of nuclear

transformations began in 1919 with Ernest Rutherford's discovery of the reaction
14N(α,p)17O, in which a nitrogen nucleus absorbs an α-particle and ejects a proton

to become an oxygen nucleus. The α -particles came from the only source then

available, naturally occurring radioactive elements. For a decade the few physicists

who followed up the discovery had no other tool to penetrate the nucleus and made

little progress. An extraordinary natural source, a gram of radium exclusive of its
decay products, produces 37 billion α-particles a second, of which perhaps one in

one hundred thousand induces a transformation, too few by far to permit chemical

separation and examination of the product. Furthermore, the energies of naturally
occurring α-particles, a few MeV, may only just suffice to bring them through the

electrical repulsion of the nuclei on which they fall. Rutherford's group at the
Cavendish laboratory in Cambridge discovered that naturally occurring α-particles

induce more transformations the faster they travel. A machine was needed to

increase the number and speed of the particles, and the pace of nuclear physics.

The construction of an abundant source of energetic α -particles would have

appeared far-fetched if not impossible and useless before the first world war. In

1927, when Rutherford, as President of the Royal Society, expressed a wish for a

supply of "atoms and electrons which have an individual energy far transcending
that of the α- and β-particles from radioactive bodies," the prospect had come within

the reach of technology. In the interim the rapidly growing demand for electrical

power had caused industry to surmount technical challenges of high-voltage

generation and transmission. The experience and apparatus so accumulated sup-

ported the work immediately undertaken to realize Rutherford's wish; and the

disclosure in 1928 by George Gamow, that quantum mechanics allows easier

penetration of nuclei than physicists had thought, further encouraged the quest for

high energy. At Cambridge John Cockcroft and E. T. S. Walton used a voltage

multiplier designed by Continental engineers around 1919. Merle Tuve at the Car-

negie Institution of Washington used the air transformer invented by Nikola Tesla.

Robert J. van de Graaff, who worked briefly in a power plant in Alabama, devised



his electrostatic generator as a source of direct-current particles. And Charles

Lauritsen exploited the facilities of a high-tension laboratory built by Southern

California Edison at the California Institute of Technology. All these methods relied

on high potentials difficult to contain.

As Lauritsen's initiative suggests, California was prepared for physics on a big

scale in 1930. During the 1920s the California Institute of Technology transformed

itself from a trade school to a leading technical university. "Caltech" became a

favorite beneficiary of the Carnegie Corporation and the Rockefeller Foundation,

whose sustained interest in science also dates from the 1920s. Its laboratories and

associated facilities at Mount Wilson Observatory had some of the finest physical

apparatus in the United States; and by 1930 the finest apparatus in the United

States meant the finest anywhere.

The transformation of Caltech was presided over by its chief executive officer,

Robert A. Millikan, who in 1922 won the second Nobel prize in physics awarded to

an American.

Robert A. Millikan (1868-1953)

His success as physicist rested on precise measurement of the properties of the

electron; as fund raiser and institution builder, on personal contact with local

millionaires and foundation officials; as public-relations man, on frank selfpromotion

and a knack for memorable phrases. This mixture of traits, which was also to

characterize the promotion of physics at Berkeley, may be illustrated by the main



line of work of Millikan's research group around 1930. The line was study of cosmic

rays, "the birth cries of the universe" (both phrases coined by Millikan); its financial

backing, local resources and the Carnegie Institution of Washington; its most

elaborate method, the examination of tracks left by the rays as they crossed a big

cloud chamber exposed to a strong magnetic field. In 1932 this installation gave

evidence for the existence of a positive electron, which four years later brought its

discoverer, Carl D. Anderson, America's fourth and California's first Nobel prize in

physics.

When Ernest Lawrence came to Berkeley from Yale as associate professor of

physics in 1928, he planned to continue the work on photoelectricity on which he

had begun to build a reputation. But early in 1929 he read about a method for

realizing Rutherford's wish for fast particles, saw how to transform it, and started a

revolution in physics. The method, demonstrated by the Norwegian engineer Rolf

Wideroe in 1928, pushed sodium and potassium ions to a certain energy by an

accelerating potential corresponding to only half the energy. The trick was to use

the potential twice: the ions were pulled into one end of a tubular electrode and

pushed from the other by an electric field that had meanwhile reversed direction.

Wideroe chose the length of the electrode so that the field would have to change

with radio frequency, and he observed that it might be applied to a series of

electrodes to accelerate particles to whatever energy one pleased. Each electrode

would have to be longer than its predecessor to maintain resonance; to achieve

high energy with light ions would require a very long machine.
Lawrence recognized the value of the method for heavy ions. For the α-particles of

interest in nuclear physics, however, Wideroe's accelerator would have been pro-

hibitively expensive. Would it be possible to collapse the apparatus by forcing

particles to pass the same electrode repeatedly? Lawrence thought to recycle the

particles by bending their paths in a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of

their orbit, and to accelerate them twice a turn. As they gain energy and velocity,

they move into a wider orbit; and only if the increase of their velocity and the en-

largement of their path compensate, so as to make the interval between successive

accelerations constant, would the device have any promise. According to a funda-

mental proposition of electrodynamics, the centripetal acceleration of a particle of

charge e and velocity v in a magnetic field B perpendicular to the motion is evB/c,

where c is the velocity of light. Equating this expression with that for mechanical

centrifugal force, mv2/r, m the particle's mass and r the radius of its orbit, Lawrence

observed with surprise and delight that the frequency of a cycle, v/2r, is eB/2mc,

independent of the size of the orbit.



To obtain beams with useful energies, Lawrence required more powerful oscil-

lators, a larger tank, and above all, a bigger magnet. The rapid pace of radio tech-

nology again helped. While Lawrence was studying the design of several large and

expensive magnets, he learned that a huge magnet yoke stood idle at Palo Alto.

The white elephant had been made by a local firm, the Federal Telegraph Com-

pany, for use in a method of radio transmission made obsolete by the vacuum tube.

Lawrence was able to secure the yoke through Leonard T. Fuller, professor of

electrical engineering at the University, who was also a vice president of Federal.

the magnet yoke from the Federal Telegraph Company

The gift came as it was, eighty tons of metal fifty miles from Berkeley. How would

Lawrence get it home, and where would he put it? Who would pay to convert it for

use in a particle accelerator? Lawrence appealed to Frederick Cottrell, a chemist

formerly with the University, who had set up the philanthropic Research Corporation

of New York on royalties from industrial use of a method of smoke precipitation he

had invented. Lawrence hinted that the cyclotron might be useful for high voltage X-

ray technology as well as for nuclear physics; the Research Corporation made

available $5000, and its president, Howard Poillon, secured $2500 from the

Chemical Foundation to move and equip the magnet yoke. During August 1931

Robert Gordon Sproul, president of the University, agreed to house the magnet and

to pay for the power to run the cyclotron.



The Headmaster and His School

The Federal Telegraph magnet did not enter the old Engineering Testing

Laboratory, renamed the "Radiation Laboratory" (Rad Lab), until January 1932.

While it was being outfitted at the Pelton Water Wheel Company in San Francisco,

M. Stanley-Livingston and David Sloan, whom Lawrence had found at the General

Electric Research Laboratory and persuaded to come to Berkeley as a graduate

student, improved cyclotron technique. Livingston built an 11-inch cyclotron and

installed it in Room 329 LeConte Hall. Together with Sloan, who was tuned to the

state of the art in industrial electronics, he built a high-power radio frequency

oscillator with a Federal Telegraph water cooled tube. It gave 50 kV of accelerating

potential at frequencies up to 20 MHz. About the time the great magnet was moving

into the new laboratory, the 11-inch cyclotron in LeConte gave out 1 nA of 1.22 MeV

protons. "Lawrence literally danced around the room with glee," Livingston recalled.

"With 20,000,000 [eV]," a friend calculated, pretty closely, "you'll get the Nobel

prize."

The making of million-volt protons in January 1932 appropriately opened a year of

exceptional discoveries in nuclear science. The same month Harold Urey and his

collaborators at Columbia declared the existence of a hydrogen isotope twice as

heavy as the ordinary kind. In February James Chadwick announced his discovery

of the neutron at the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge, England. In April John

Cockcroft and Ernest Walton, also at the Cavendish, succeeded in disintegrating

lithium atoms with 125 kV protons from their voltage multiplier. In the fall Caltech's

Anderson found the positron. And throughout the year Lawrence, Livingston and

Sloan labored to produce a beam between the poles of their 75 ton magnet. The

sheet metal tanks that held the cooling oil leaked. "We all wore paper hats,"

Livingston recalls, "to keep the oil out of our hair." Experimentation with shimming

gradually brought the beam to larger radii and energies; two symmetric dees were

installed; and in December the new 27-inch cyclotron produced 4.8 MeV hydrogen

ions.

The discovery of deuterium (as H. Urey called heavy hydrogen) also had strong

consequences for Lawrence's program. In March 1933 his colleague in chemistry,

G. N. Lewis, who had the largest reservoir of heavy water in the world, gave Law-

rence enough to use as projectiles for the developing 27-inch cyclotron. For a time

he had a quasi-monopoly of fast deuterons, which, he hoped, would help bring to

Berkeley the lead in nuclear physics that the Cavendish then enjoyed. The per-

formance of the deuteron exceeded his most extravagant expectations: it appeared



capable of disintegrating every nucleus heavier than helium. But the higher

Coulomb barrier presented to the deuteron by the heavier elements made this

hypothesis unlikely, and Lawrence, Lewis, and Livingston claimed instead that on

collision with just about anything the deuteron itself splits into its constituent proton

and neutron. An argument with other nuclear laboratories ensued. It turned out that

Lawrence's group had dirtied the cyclotron with deuterium, and that their fast

protons arose from the interaction of the deuteron beam with the heavy-hydrogen

contaminant.

Early in 1934 Frederic Joliot and Irene Joliot-Curie, working at the Institut du

Radium in Paris, made the discovery that brought them the Nobel prize and re-

directed much of experimental nuclear physics. In investigating the emission of

positrons from aluminum struck by alpha particles, they observed that the target

stayed active after the bombardment stopped. It was a great surprise. Everyone had

tacitly assumed that the explosion of a nucleus followed immediately on its

swallowing an energetic particle, and had arranged his experimental practice to

suit. At the Rad Lab belief that residual activity does not exist affected operations in

at least two ways. First, no one thought about protection against radiation when the

cyclotron was not running (and little enough when it was). Second, the detecting
instruments and counters were not set to register electrons and γ-rays. Does the

falling tree make a noise if no ear hears it? The cyclotron had been producing sub-

stances with much stronger artificial radioactivity than the little bit of radioactive

phosphorus the Joliots found, but no detector had listened. Lawrence and his

students reproduced the French discovery within a half hour after reading about it in

Nature. A weekend's work bombarding twelve elements with deuterons produced

as many new activities. The subject was unexpectedly rich. "We are rather be-

wildered," Lawrence wrote his old friend Jesse Beams. "Already it is clear that

nuclear physics offers a very extensive and complicated and interesting field of

investigation."

Then Enrico Fermi's group in Rome showed that neutrons induced activity in

practically all the elements. Lawrence, who had advertised possession of the

world's most powerful neutron beam (formed by irradiating Be-9 with 10 nA of

accelerated deuterons) once again confirmed and extended European results, and

expressed surprise at the richness of nuclear transactions. From March of 1934

until the Laboratory went to war, the investigation and production of artificial
isotopes by neutron, proton, deuteron, and α-particle beams dominated its research

program.



Soon after he began his search for useful radioisotopes, Lawrence had the good

luck to make Na-24 efficiently by bombarding rock salt with deuterons. The new

substance runs through the body like ordinary sodium; its convenient half-life,

fifteen hours, made it useful in diagnosis and therapy. "My medical friends tell me

that the properties of Na-24 are almost ideal for many medical applications, such as

the treatment of cancer." Lawrence predicted that Na-24 would supersede radium,

and to make sure he promoted it on a national lecture tour. A volunteer--the first two

were Alvarez and Joseph Hamilton of the University's hospital in San Francisco--

would down a solution of the isotope, and Lawrence would track its course through

his body. Audiences appreciated this up-to-date natural magic with material less

disagreeable, though no easier to procure, than skull moss or unicorn's horn.

Lawrence received fresh supplies of Na-24 by air mail just in time for these lectures,

which increased the drama, and the value, of radioisotopes.

M. Stanley-Livingston (left) and Ernest Lawrence next to the 27-inch cyclotron

Na-24 did not fulfill Lawrence's hopes. Other isotopes generated by his cyclotron,

however, found important applications in medicine. P-32 has been used success-

fully in the treatment of leukemia, polycythemia vera, other bone-marrow disorders,

and Hodgkins disease; I-131 in the treatment of thyroid disease; and Co-60 in

cancer chemotherapy. Perhaps the most interesting of these substances to the phy-



sicist and chemist is Tc-99m, used in cancer diagnosis. Technetium, element 43,

which occupies one of the four places in the periodic table still vacant in 1935, does

not exist naturally. It was found in a molybdenum deflector strip from the 27-inch

cyclotron, where quantities sufficient for radiochemical analysis had accumulated

during months of exposure to fast deuterons. Lawrence presented this object to

Emilio Segré, who visited the Laboratory in the summer of 1936 and took the "in-

valuable gift" to Italy, to stimulate nuclear science at the University of Palermo,

where he had recently become a professor. In June 1937 Emilio Segré's group an-

nounced the first element made by man. Medical application of the new element

began in 1947. Half of the seventy artificial radionuclides in common use in

medicine today first made their appearances in cyclotrons, and half of these were

discovered, or first synthesized, at the Radiation Laboratory.

27/37-Inch Cyclotron 60-Inch 184-Inch

O-15 Ga-67 H-3 Mn-28

F-18 Rb-86 C-14 Fe-52

Ca-45 Mo-99 Mg-28 Cu-67

Cr-51 Tc-99m K-43 Zn-62

Mn-52 Sn-113 Ru-81 Ge-68

Mn-54 I-124 I-123 Rb-81

Fe-59 I-130 Hg-197 Rb-82

Co-57 I-131 Sr-82

Co-58 I-132 Cs-129

Co-60 I-133 Tl-201

Radioisotopes discovered in Berkeley

The potential of radioisotopes for biological research and medicine gave a third

reason for the search for new radionuclides: support of further cyclotron develop-

ment by the sale of active material. Lawrence planned to reap the benefits in-

directly, through grants from the Research Corporation, to whom he suggested

patenting his method of making Na-24. The Corporation did not succeed in ob-

taining a patent on radioisotope production by deuteron bombardment, but their

patent on the cyclotron probably would have protected commercial production of

radioisotopes until the invention of a different and more prolific source, the nuclear

reactor, during the second world war. Although a radiopharmaceutical industry did



not materialize in the 1930s, the hope that it might helped to sustain accelerator

physics.

Deflecting Physics for War

In September 1939, as the Nazis started World War II, Lawrence announced plans

for a 100 MeV cyclotron. A tight bond developed between the two events. Fear that

German scientists might contrive a bomb on the principle of nuclear fission intro-

duced by Lise Meitner and Otto Frisch in January 1939 provoked a crash program

to build one here, and the magnet for Lawrence's new accelerator, completed as a

wartime priority, helped to develop the machinery for making the first nuclear

explosives. The mobilization of the Laboratory brought irreversible changes in its

size, scope, and corporate life. It became the embodiment of big science. Its prewar

development had provided a base on which the temporary expansion demanded

by the war could not only take place, but take hold.

The Lab blackboard announced Lawrencs`s Nobel Prize

The award of the Nobel prize in physics to Lawrence in 1939 helped his quest for

money for the new machine among his usual sources. The Rockefeller Foundation

pledged the principal amount, $1.4 million, in April 1940. It was to buy a cyclotron

with a magnet face 184 inches in diameter. The machine would open the frontier

beyond 100 MeV, where there lurked "discoveries of a totally unexpected character



and of tremendous importance." Perhaps, Lawrence guessed, the big accelerator

might also induce artificial chain reactions and unlock the "vast storehouse of

nuclear energy." A more sinister connection or rather non sequitur appeared in

Newsweek's coverage of the pouring in October 1940 of the thousand tons of

concrete on which the accelerator would rest. "Japanese and German researchers

are already studying the possibility of [using uranium] for military purposes, while

nearly twenty American universities have or are now building cyclotrons."

The 184-inch cyclotron could not conveniently be housed on the campus. Its big

concrete pad sat on a hill overlooking the University and the bay, a romantic site to

which most of the Laboratory ascended after the war.

The magnet was adapted for use in a huge mass spectrograph to test the feasibility

of Lawrence's plan to separate the fissile, or explosive, part of natural uranium, U-

235, from its much more plentiful companion isotope, U-238. In 1939 A. O. C. Nier

of the University of Minnesota had managed to separate a tiny amount of U-235 by

mass spectroscopy, but few if any besides Lawrence thought the process would

work on an industrial scale. As usual, he pushed his project hard, to the annoyance

of Vannevar Bush, the head of the National Defense Research Committee, the fore-

runner of OSRD (Office of Scienrific Research and Development): "I made such a

nuisance of myself," Lawrence recalled, "that Bush requested the president of the

National Academy to appoint a committee to survey the entire uranium problem." It

concluded, in November 1941, that Lawrence's method of separating isotopes

should be pursued among others. The disclosure by the British that the calculations

of Frisch and Rudolf Peierls indicated that "only" a few kilograms of pure U-235

would be needed for a bomb, convinced him that he had a practical method for

making nuclear explosives. Here Lawrence left the merely large, like cyclotrons, for

the gargantuan. Using conventional mass spectrographs, it would have taken about

25 million years to make the required kilograms. With Laboratory funds he con-

verted the 37-inch cyclotron for a preliminary demonstration; a team under Segre

devised a way to measure the enrichment by its radioactive properties; the OSRD

contributed $400,000; and in March 1942 Lawrence had enriched the fissionable

isotope in a sample of uranium by a factor of five.

Construction of the huge electromagnetic complex began at Oak Ridge, Tennes-

see, under the direction of General Leslie R. Groves, commander of the "Manhattan

Engineering District" (MED) set up in 1942 to implement the uranium project.

Ground was broken on February 18, 1943. So urgent had the project become that

no one stopped to build a pilot plant; the Laboratory had managed to make only a

small test section of the great magnet proposed. Staff from Berkeley rushed to Oak



Ridge to advise the contractor as construction proceeded. In August the first race-

track began to operate, successfully it was thought; but it soon collapsed, its vacu-

um leaky, its coils shorted, its tanks warped by its mighty magnet. Meanwhile

Oppenheimer reported that a bomb would require three times as much U-235 as

forecast. Lawrence and others flew in from Berkeley to diagnose the ailing race-

track, which was dismantled and returned to its manufacturers. The pressure

overwhelmed even Lawrence. He spent the end of 1943 in a hospital in Chicago.

Electromagnetic separation of U-235 was not the only road to nuclear explosives

that began in Berkeley. There, in 1939 and 1940, studies of fission products

brought to light a new element, heavier than uranium, that promised to be as sus-

ceptible to a chain reaction as U-235. It happened this way. E. McMillan directed

neutrons created by deuterons from the 37-inch cyclotron through a layer of

uranium oxide spread on paper. He was interested to find that two radioactive sub-

stances, with half lives of 23 minutes and 2.3 days, remained embedded in the

target; since fission fragments should have recoiled out of the paper, he inferred

that the new activities came from elements about as heavy as uranium. The 23-

minute activity belonged to U-239, which Otto Hahn, Lise Meitner, and Fritz Strass-
mann had synthesized in 1936. The longer activity was the product of the β−-decay

of Np-239; it turned out to be an isotope of the first transuranium element, number

93. At first, however, it appeared to have the chemical properties of the rare earths,

which are common fission fragments, and not those of the homologue of rhenium

that 93 was expected to be.

McMillan returned to the problem early in 1940 when he used the 16-MeV deuteron

beam of the 60-inch cyclotron to produce the 2.3-day activity. It still did not behave

as a fission product, nor, as close inspection disclosed, as a typical rare earth.

Philip Abelson, who had been searching for the same activity in uranium samples

at the Carnegie Institution of Washington, where he had gone to set-up a cyclotron,

came on a visit to Berkeley and joined forces with McMillan. They showed that the

activity grew from U-239 and that its chemistry resembled uranium's. The resem-

blance had protected it from detection by investigators who expected something

similar to rhenium. No one had suspected, as McMillan and Abelson now did, that

there existed a "second 'rare earth' group of similar elements." McMillan named the

new element neptunium after the planet next beyond Uranus, and noticed (after
Abelson's return to Washington) that it has a descendent that emits α-particles.

Before he could determine its chemistry, however, he went to MIT to help develop

radar, the war technology then most pressing. With McMillan's consent, Seaborg



picked up the work on the α -emitter, element 94. They were to share the Nobel

prize in chemistry in 1951 for their discoveries of the first transuranic elements.

92 Uranium, U - Uranus
93 Neptunium, Np - Neptune
94 Plutonium, Pu - Pluto

Naming of the Elements by E. McMillan

The new element, called plutonium on McMillan's principle of nomenclature,
proved elusive. The first isotope identified was not McMillan's α-emitter but Pu-238,

a shorter-lived decay product of neptunium made by irradiating U-238 with

deuterium in the cyclotron. The discoverers, Seaborg, McMillan, J. W. Kennedy,

and A. C. Wahl, learned enough about plutonium chemistry to know how to concen-
trate McMillan's α-emitter (Pu-239). In May 1941 Kennedy, Seaborg, Segré, and

Wahl succeeded in doing so and also established the new isotope's fissionability. It

appeared that in sufficient quantities Pu-239 might sustain an explosive chain

reaction. After Pearl Harbor, the OSRD authorized Lawrence to continue plutonium

studies at Berkeley and Arthur Compton to supervise the work toward a controlled,

self-sustaining, plutonium-producing chain reaction that had been started by Fermi

at Columbia and moved to Chicago. In March 1942 Seaborg was asked to join

Compton and Fermi to develop chemical processes to separate plutonium after

production. On April 17 he boarded the train for Chicago with the world's supply of

plutonium in his briefcase.

Seaborg's move did not put an end to work on plutonium in Berkeley. Wahl, for

example, worked on the lanthanum-fluoride process, that Seaborg used to isolate

the first weighable amount of plutonium in the summer of 1942. The Dean of the

College of Chemistry, Wendell Latimer, supervised the work and began investi-

gations of the effects of heat upon materials to be used in the plutonium production

piles. In work parallel to Latimer's, Hamilton's group at the 60-inch cyclotron ex-

amined the effects of fast neutrons on the graphite moderator provided for the

reactor. The 60-inch also prepared plutonium for the research in Chicago. In July

1944 it shut down after 20,000 continuous hours of operation for decontamination

and overhaul. The machine designed to serve Asclepius had exhausted itself for

Mars.

Groves decided to build a production plant for plutonium shortly after Fermi ignited

and controlled a chain reaction in December 1942. Like the alpha racetracks and

the diffusion plants at Oak Ridge, the manufacturing piles and chemical treatment



facilities at Hanford, Washington, were built without benefit of a full-scale pilot plant.

And, again like the Oak Ridge complex, Hanford delivered enough fissile product to

fill a nuclear bomb by June 1945. Two practical designs for a weapon then existed,

one of which--using U-235 as ingredient--seemed secure enough not to require ex-

penditure of the precious material in a test. The other, using plutonium, had a

complex and problematic explosive trigger. No fault could be found with it when the

first nuclear explosion released by man lit up the sky above New Mexico on July 16,

1945. A similar performance demolished Nagasaki a few weeks later.

Lawrence attended the desert test, code named Trinity, at which he felt no sin,

remorse, or dread, as others since have thought they did, but rather relief that the

thing worked. A few weeks before Trinity he, Fermi, Oppenheimer, and Compton

had advised the Secretary of War, Henry Stimson, on the use of the new weapon.

Lawrence preferred a demonstration before Japanese representatives to im-

mediate use against a populated center. After further consideration, he changed his

mind to agree with his fellow advisers that only application without advertisement

would guarantee prompt surrender and a great saving in American lives. When the

Emperor of Japan surrendered unconditionally on August 15, 1945, the Laboratory

could rejoice that it had helped to end the war in the Pacific.

Newspaper headline on August 7, 1945, revealed to the public for the first time that

the laboratory had played a crucial role in the war effort.


